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Abstract

Visualizations make rich use of multiple visual channels so that there are few resources left to make selected focus elements visually
distinct from their surrounding context. A large variety of highlighting techniques for visualizations has been presented in the past,
but there has been little systematic evaluation of the design space of highlighting. We explore highlighting from the perspective
of visual marks and channels – the basic building blocks of visualizations that are directly controlled by visualization designers.
We present the results from two experiments, exploring the visual prominence of highlighted marks in scatterplots: First, using
luminance as a single highlight channel, we found that visual prominence is mainly determined by the luminance difference between
the focus mark and the brightest context mark. The brightness differences between context marks and the overall brightness level
have negligible influence. Second, multi-channel highlighting using luminance and blur leads to a good trade-off between highlight
effectiveness and aesthetics. From the results, we derive a simple highlight model to balance highlighting across multiple visual
channels and focus and context marks, respectively.

Keywords: Information visualization, highlighting, focus+context, visual prominence.

1. Introduction

Highlighting of visualization elements supports the user when
gradually exploring the data, for instance through dynamic queries
or brushing and linking across multiple views [1]. It is also a
viable component of narrative visualization [2], where known
aspects of the data are subsequently presented to the user. The
goal of highlighting is to make important data points more visu-
ally prominent [3]. In terms of low-level graphical processing
this means that the visual features (or visual variables [4] or vi-
sual channels [5]) of the visualization have to be manipulated in
a way that the users’ bottom-up attention is effectively attracted
by highlighted elements.

Common highlighting techniques in information visualiza-
tion use the hue [6, 7], luminance [8, 9], spatial distortions [10],
oscillating movements [11], or blur [12] to put more emphasis
on the elements in focus. Others add visual cues to the scene,
like labels [13], halo effects [14], or visual links connecting
items across multiple coordinated views [15]. Researchers have
named these operations “highlighting” [16, 17, 18, 7], “empha-
sis techniques” [14, 3], “cue-based techniques” [19], “attention
retargeting” [20] or – more general – “focus+context”, defined
as the “uneven use of graphics resources (space, opacity, color,
etc.) for visualization with the purpose to visually discriminate
data-parts in focus from their context, i.e., the rest of the data”
[21]. In this paper, we use the term “highlighting” to denote the
operation to make elements of interest visually distinct. We use
the term “focus” for the elements to be highlighted and “con-
text” for the remaining elements.

While highlighting is of general interest for graphical user
interfaces [22, 9], it poses special challenges for the field of

visualization. Visualizations generally seek to maximize the
amount of information displayed [23]. Therefore, multiple vi-
sual channels and a large dynamic range within these channels
is typically utilized to encode the data. This leaves little ca-
pacity for generating visual elements that “pop out” from their
surrounding without severely limiting the expressiveness of the
context elements (for instance, by shrinking [10] or darkening
[9] them). Robinson [18] therefore suggests to couple multi-
ple highlighting methods to create a stronger compound high-
lighting. However, little is known which factors influence the
visual prominence of highlighted elements in visualizations, es-
pecially for compound highlighting [18, 3].

In this work, our goal is to systematically explore highlight-
ing from the perspective of visual channels, which are directly
controlled by visualization designers to create visual encodings.
To this end, we present results of two experiments exploring 1)
factors that influence the visual prominence of a highlighted
element using the luminance channel and 2) the effects of com-
bining the luminance and sharpness channels for highlighting in
scatterplots. From the results, we derive a simple multi-channel
highlight model.

2. Related Work

There are several state-of-the-art reports presenting overviews,
design guidelines, and generalizations of highlighting techniques
for scientific visualization [21], geovisualization [18], informa-
tion visualization [17, 3], and text visualization [7]. Our goal is
also to find a general model for highlighting in visualizations.
We approach this challenge by drawing knowledge from the
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area of human cognitive psychology and visual perception and
by adding new insights from experimental findings.

Apart from highlighting techniques that are guided primar-
ily by design recommendations, there have been few examples
in prior work that computationally generate highlight effects
based on saliency models in images [24], videos [25], and vol-
ume visualizations [26]. Most of these techniques use a com-
putational saliency model by Itti et al. [27] based on “Feature
Integration Theory” (FIT) by Treisman and Gelade [28]. This
saliency model computes a per-pixel saliency map by evalu-
ating center-surround differences for different visual features.
Highlighting based on a pixel-based saliency model has sev-
eral disadvantages when using it for information visualization.
First, pixel-based modifications are limited to color channels.
Second, most examples above rely on an iterative adjustment
procedure to achieve the desired highlight effect [24, 25, 29].
Finally, efficient pixel-based image modifications require an
implementation in a shader [25], which severely limits the ap-
plicability for information visualization applications.

3. Visual Prominence in a Single Highlight Channel

We will look at highlighting from the perspective of marks
and channels [5]. To generate a highlight effect, the focus mark
(i.e., the target) has to be sufficiently dissimilar from the con-
text marks (i.e., the non-targets) in at least one visual channel.
There are three properties of a visual channel that could influ-
ence the visual prominence of a highlighted focus mark against
the set of context marks: the similarity of target and non-targets,
the similarity of non-targets, as well as the channel offset (i.e.,
the lowest value of the non-targets). In psychophysics experi-
ments, it has been shown that search efficiency decreases with
increasing target-non-target similarity and with decreasing non-
target similarity (similarity theory [30]). In another theory (the
relational account of attention [31]), the dissimilarity between
a target and the non-targets is described by a vector, pointing
from the target to the non-targets in feature space. The per-
ceived dissimilarity is quantified by the magnitude of the vector
pointing from the target to the closest non-target. When users
are given a “search direction” (e.g., “larger” or “brighter”), the
attention is guided towards the mark that differs in this direc-
tion from all other marks (i.e., the largest or brightest mark).
The difference is that, according to similarity theory, the vi-
sual prominence of a target decreases when the heterogeneity
of the non-targets increases. In contrast, non-target heterogene-
ity does not have an influence on the visual prominence of the
target according to the relational account of attention.

However, findings from classic visual search experiments
cannot always be directly applied to information visualization.
It has been shown that even small changes to psychophysics ex-
periments, like adding links between dots to simulate node-link
diagrams, can have considerable effects on the experimental
outcome [32]. We therefore performed a visual search experi-
ment to investigate the influence of the three factors (target-non-
target similarity, non-target similarity, and offset) on the target’s
visual prominence using a single highlight channel (CIEL*a*b*
luminance) in a classic scatterplot visualization.

Stimuli. We showed a series of d3 [33] scatterplots (based
on Gapminder [13, 34]). The x axis showed the per capita in-
come, and the y axis showed the life expectancy for a single
selected year, as in the d3 online version of Gapminder [34].
In half of the trials a single highlighted target dot was present,
and absent in the other half. Each scatterplot was composed
of 150 grayscale dots representing countries, with a 0.5 pixel
black border and with 9 pixels radius on white background. In
contrast to classic visual search experiments, we also showed
the axes, axis labels, and the browser GUI. For each stimulus
display, the data set to be displayed was randomly picked out of
209 Gapminder data sets, each showing the income and life ex-
pectancy for a selected year, and the target was randomly picked
among 150 data points. Targets were always rendered on top,
i.e., they were never (partially) occluded by other dots.

Apparatus. We used a BenQ BL2710 27” LCD monitor
that was calibrated with an external monitor calibrator using
a seven-color sensor. Users were sitting approximately 40 cm
from the display and could move freely. The targets covered
around 0.6◦ of the visual field, while the entire chart covered
approximately 45◦ horizontally.

Task and Procedure. At the beginning of the experi-
ment, users received a written instruction to check, as quickly
as possible, whether there is a single dot that is brighter than
all remaining dots. The users’ task was to press the Return key
with the right hand as quickly as possible if there was a sin-
gle dot that was brighter than all other dots, or the space bar
with the left hand if no target was present. Before the actual
experiment, users could perform unrecorded training sets to get
familiar with the controls and the task description.

Design. We employed a within-subjects design with three
independent variables: T-N distance, which is the distance in
CIEL*a*b* luminance between target and maximum non-target
value (10, 20, 30), N range, which is the difference between
minimum and maximum value of the non-targets (40, 20, 10,
5), and offset, which corresponds to the minimum non-target
value (30, 20, 10), as well as target (present or absent). Ex-
ample stimuli are shown in Figure 1. Users had to perform
two repetitions, resulting in 144 trials. The order of appear-
ance was randomized. Number of dots per trial (150), size of
the dots (9 pixel radius), and occlusion (non-occluded targets)
were control variables. The spatial location of the target dot and
the distribution of dots within the scatterplot were random vari-
ables. The dependent variables were response time, measured
between stimulus onset and key press, and correctness of the re-
sponse. Incorrectly answered trials had to be repeated at a later
point in the experiment until a correct response was recorded
for each condition.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Sub-set of the stimulus display for T-N distance 30, with N range 40
and offset 10 (a), and N range 5 and offset 30 (b).
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Figure 2: Response time (in ms) per T-N distance (CIEL*a*b* luminance dif-
ferences).

Subjects. We tested 8 users (5 males, 3 females, aged 25
to 34), each with self-reported normal or corrected-to-normal
vision and naive to the purpose of the experiment. However,
some of the users had already participated in a pilot experiment.

3.1. Results

Users generally committed few errors in the target-absent
trials (3.4%), but they had 25% false negative responses for
target-present trials. 34% of targets with T-N distance 10 were
missed, but there were only 3% and 2% false negatives for T-
N distance 20 and 30, respectively. As usual in visual search
experiments, target-absent trials lead to a significantly slower
response time (r̄t = 5519ms) than target-present trials (r̄t =
3581ms, t(7) = 5.794, p = .001). For further analysis of the
visual channel factors, we only considered the target-present
trials.

To analyze the influence of the three factors on the response
time, we modeled a linear regression using all correct responses
of target-present trials. Since the obtained data is skewed, we
first applied a log-log-transformation on the data and then re-
moved outliers. The linear regression yields a goodness-of-fit
of R2 = .531. T-N-distance is the only significant factor of the
regression (−1.15, p < .001), while N-range (0.04, p = .176)
and offset (0.04, p = .348) are very small and do not have a
significant influence on the model.

A linear regression of log-log-transformed data corresponds
to a power regression on the original data. A power regres-
sion using T-N-distance as single factor is shown in Figure 2
(R2 = .528). This means that our response time observations
can be explained by Stevens’ Power Law [35], which describes
the sensation magnitude ψ as a power function of the physical
stimulus magnitude φ :

ψ = kφ
β , (1)

where the constant k is a scale factor, β is the characteristic sen-
sation of the provided stimulus, and the stimulus magnitude φ is
described here by the difference between the target’s luminance
value and the brightest non-target (i.e., the T-N distance).

3.2. Discussion

In our scatterplot visualization, the luminance difference
between the target and the brightest non-target was the factor
that could best explain the variance in the observed response

times. The luminance offset, as well as the variance of the non-
target luminances, did not show a significant effect. This obser-
vation contradicts the similarity theory [30], which states that
both, T-N similarity and N-N similarity contribute to the search
efficiency. Consider the example stimuli in Figure 1: accord-
ing to our results, search for the two targets is equally efficient.
Similarity theory, however, would suggest that the target in Fig-
ure 1(b) can be found more efficiently. However, one obvious
difference between our experiment and classic visual search ex-
periments in vision research is that we had considerable visual
noise in our experiment: a white background, black chart dec-
orations, and GUI elements. This, however, is a desirable dif-
ference, since we are not interested in explaining the human
visual system, but rather guiding the design of an actual appli-
cation that will be employed in a non-perfect environment [32].
One hypothesis therefore is that users are confronted with such
a contrast-rich visual environment that the effect of the non-
target heterogeneity vanishes.

The other obvious difference to Duncan’s and Humphrey’s
experiments [30] is that users did not have to search for a pre-
defined target that was presented to them before each trial. Rather,
users had to search for a relatively defined target (i.e., “the
brightest”). For such a task, the relational account of attention
[31] predicts that the visual attention is guided towards the mark
that differs in the given search direction from all other marks,
irrespective of the non-targets’ similarity. In contrast to the
experiment series conducted by Duncan and Humphreys [30],
where users had to search one upright L among 90◦clockwise
and / or counter-clockwise rotated non-target Ls, our target only
differed in one direction (i.e., increasing luminance) from the
non-targets in the highlight channel. One explanation therefore
could be that users only investigated the brightest non-targets
and could easily ignore the ones that were darker. This means
that the relational account of attention [31] can better explain
the search processes for highlighting than the similarity theory
[30].

4. Visual Prominence in Multiple Highlight Channels

Single highlight channels sometimes do not have the neces-
sary capacities to generate the desired visual prominence. Multi-
channel or compound [18] highlighting therefore utilizes the
principle of disjunction search: the modification of multiple
channels concurrently increases the overall dissimilarity. This
means in turn that, given a desired overall visual prominence,
the modifications within individual channels can be reduced. It
is not clear, however, how much individual channels contribute
to the compound visual prominence of the highlighted mark.

In vision research, the dissimilarity of two items x and y
across w channels is commonly described by the Minkowski
metric [36]:

d(x,y) = (∑
w
j=1

∣∣x j− y j
∣∣r)1/r | r ≥ 1. (2)

If the channels are integral, they cannot be judged indepen-
dently (like color components). In this case, r = 2, i.e., the
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dissimilarity is described by the Euclidean distance. If the chan-
nels are separable, like color and group location, r = 1, which
corresponds to the city-block distance. When combining inte-
gral and separable channels, r is between 1 and 2, or different
values for r for the various sub-pairs are used [37].

Based on this metric, we explored the interplay between two
highlight channels: luminance (L*), as used, for instance, for
spotlight highlighting [9], and blur / sharpness (s), as used for
semantic depth of field highlighting [12], as well as the com-
pound highlighting using both channels (L*s). Through a sec-
ond visual search experiment, our goal was to answer the fol-
lowing research questions:
Q1: Does highlighting in the luminance and sharpness channel
lead to similar visual search behavior?
Q2: Which channel combination factor r (Eq. 2) describes the
compound visual prominence of the luminance and sharpness
channel?
Q3: How does multi-channel highlighting influence the aes-
thetics and perceived “distortions” of the visualization, com-
pared to single-channel highlighting?

We used the same apparatus and similar stimuli, procedure,
and design as in the first experiment. However, this experiment
was split into two parts: the visual search part and the subjective
dissimilarity part.

Stimuli. Gapminder scatterplot dots were assigned five
non-target luminances (90, 80, 70, 60, 50). In the L*- and L*s-
condition, the non-targets were darkened, and in the s- and L*s-
condition, the non-targets were blurred. Targets were always
unblurred, with luminance 80 (Figure 3). To calibrate the vi-
sual prominence of the target in the two highlight channels, we
adjusted k from Equation 1 for each channel. The inverse of k
can be interpreted as the smallest visual change that can be de-
tected by human observers in the respective visual channel. For
the luminance channel, we set the inverse of k to 2.3 (cf., Lee et
al. [29]). For the sharpness channel, we empirically determined
a standard deviation of 0.12 for the blur in pilot runs using the
actual study configuration. The sensation characteristics β from
Equation 1 was set to one for both channels.

Task and Procedure. In the visual search part, users were
asked to indicate whether there was a highlighted dot, which
was either brighter than all other dots, or a single dot that was
not blurred, or brighter and not blurred. The trials were blocked
by highlight method so that the target description (i.e., “bright-
est”, “not blurred”, and “brightest and not blurred”) was consis-
tent within a block. In the subjective dissimilarity part, the orig-
inal scatterplot and a scatterplot containing only the non-targets
of the modified scatterplot were shown side-by-side. Users
had to report the subjective dissimilarity of the two juxtaposed
charts, and the visual appeal of the scatterplot containing the
non-targets compared to the original one, on a 5-point Likert
scale for each condition. The Likert scales were labeled equal
– quite similar – quite dissimilar – very dissimilar – extremely
dissimilar and ugly – not appealing – neutral – nice – very nice.

Design. We employed a within-subjects design with three
independent variables: ψ (Eq. 1), describing the dissimilarity
between target and closest non-target value by inverse k steps
(5, 10, 15, 20), channel (L*, s, L*s), and target (present, ab-

sent). In the L*s-condition, ψ was simply split up between the
channels, which corresponds to a channel combination factor of
r = 1 (Eq. 2). This results in 24 conditions, which were repeated
six times in the visual search part, resulting in 144 trials. The
trials were blocked by channel with 48 trials. These blocks were
counter-balanced per participant. In the subjective dissimilarity
part, the 24 conditions were repeated once and presented in ran-
dom order. As dependent variables, we measured response time
and correctness in the visual search part, and subjective dissim-
ilarity and aesthetics in the subjective dissimilarity part.

(a) L* (b) s (c) L*s

Figure 3: Small sub-set of the stimulus display with ψ = 10.

Subjects. We tested 9 users (7 males, 2 females, aged 22
to 39), each with self-reported normal or corrected-to-normal
vision and naive to the purpose of the experiment.

4.1. Results
Like in the first experiment, the obtained response times

for all correctly answered target-present trails were skewed and
therefore log-transformed first. Then, we removed outliers for
each level of ψ of the log-transformed response times. How-
ever, after these transformations, response times were not nor-
mally distributed. To test the difference in visual prominence
between the two single-channel conditions (Q1), we therefore
performed a Friedman test, comparing the response times be-
tween the three highlight conditions. We found no significant
differences between the conditions (χ2(2) = 5.56, p = .062).
On average, the L*-condition led to around 560 ms (24%) slower
response times than the s-condition (Figure 4(a)). Also, in the s-
condition, users had a lower number of false negative responses
(4.6%) than in the L*-condition (9%), as shown in Figure 4(b).
To further explore these differences, we fitted linear regressions
for both channels, where the log-transformed response time was
the dependent variable, and the log-transformed visual promi-
nence ψ was the independent variable. For the L*-condition,
the regression line has a steeper slope, indicating that perfor-
mance differences between the two channels were primarily
caused by trials with low visual prominence ψ .

On average, the multi-channel L*s-condition also led to around
23% slower response times than the s-condition. In addition,
the highest number of incorrect responses was recorded in the
L*s-condition (18%) (see Figure 4). Since we simply split up
ψ between the two channels, the lowest possible channel com-
bination factor r = 1 was used during the experiment – i.e., lu-
minance and sharpness were treated as separable channels. The
slightly lower response times and higher error rate indicate that
the perceived compound visual prominence is lower than the
visual prominence of the single-channel conditions using the
same ψ . This means that r is presumably larger than 1. To find
a good candidate for the channel combination factor r (Q2), we
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(a) response time (ms) (b) correctness (c) dissimilarity (d) aesthetics

Figure 4: Response times in ms (a), correctness ratio (b), dissimilarity ratings (c), and aesthetics ratings (d) on a 5-point Likert scale, per highlight condition.

tried to find the value of r, which optimizes the fit of the re-
sponse times obtained for the multi-channel L*s-condition to
the response times of the single-channel L*- and s-conditions.
We therefore modeled one power regression for all samples
from the L*- and s-condition (R2 = .450), and one power re-
gression for the L*s-condition (R2 = .542). We then analyt-
ically determined the minimum of the inverse goodness-of-fit
(1−R2) of the samples obtained from the L*- and s-conditions
for the L*s-model, as a function of r between 1 and 2. By rais-
ing r, the intercept of the regression curve gets lower, since the
combined sensation magnitude ψ is lowered. We found the best
goodness-of-fit for r = 1.22.

To test the highlight conditions’ influence on perceived dis-
similarity and aesthetics (Q3), we performed Friedman tests for
the dissimilarity and aesthetic scores (cf., Figure 4). We did
not find any significant differences for the dissimilarity scores
(χ2(2) = 2.80, p = .247). For all three conditions, the me-
dian score was “quite dissimilar”. However, there is a signif-
icant effect for the aesthetics scores (χ2(2) = 10.80, p = .005).
Bonferroni-adjusted Wilcoxon-Signed Rank post-hoc compar-
isons showed that sharpness was rated significantly less ap-
pealing than the multi-channel highlight condition L*s (Z =
−2.68, p = .007). While the multi-channel condition L*s re-
ceived mostly neutral responses (average: 2.83), the single-
channel conditions L* and s received more votes for “not ap-
pealing”.

4.2. Discussion

We will discuss the results of this experiment by directly
addressing its three research questions:

Q1: Like in the first experiment (Section 3), the response
times obtained for luminance and sharpness highlighting are
best modeled by a power regression and therefore can be ex-
plained by Stevens’ Power Law (Eq. 1). Differences of re-
sponse times between the three channel conditions did not reach
statistical significance. However, on average, highlighting us-
ing sharpness led to more than 500 ms faster responses and

only 50% of false negative responses compared to luminance-
highlighting. It seems that sharpness was more effective espe-
cially when the visual prominence of the highlighted target was
low. This indicates that the calibration between the two chan-
nels can be further improved, for instance by approximating the
sensation characteristics β (see Eq. 1) for each channel.

Q2: On average, multi-channel highlighting using lumi-
nance and sharpness led to slower response times than sharpness-
highlighting alone and higher error rates than both single-channel
conditions. This is not surprising, given that we used the low-
est possible channel combination factor r, so that the modifica-
tions within the two channels to generate the compound visual
prominence was minimal. By increasing the channel combina-
tion factor r to 1.22, the goodness-of-fit of the compound L*s
response time model to the response times samples obtained
in the single-channel conditions L* and s could be maximized.
This is very close to r = 1.2, as suggested in previous work
[37], to combine dissimilarities of multiple integral and separa-
ble channels into a common dissimilarity model. We therefore
conclude that a channel combination factor of r = 1.2 is a good
approximation to model the compound visual prominence gen-
erated by multiple highlight channels.

Q3: All three highlight techniques led to comparable per-
ceived dissimilarity with respect to the unmodified scatterplot.
Sharpness highlighting, however, received lower ratings for aes-
thetics than the multi-channel highlight condition. This indi-
cates that the combination of the two channels can provide a
good trade-off between highlight effectiveness and aesthetic ap-
peal.

5. A Simple Multi-Channel Highlight Model

Based on the results of our experiments, we now describe a
simple multi-channel highlight model based on the marks’ vi-
sual channels. We first show how Stevens’ Power Law, explain-
ing our experimental results, can be used to generate highlight
effects with a desired visual prominence. Given a desired vi-
sual prominence of the focus elements ψ , we show how this
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model allows the user to balance the necessary modifications
across multiple visual channels and across focus and context
marks, respectively. We then exemplify this simple highlight
model for other visual channels and visualizations and discuss
its limitations and potential future research directions.

5.1. Focus Enhancement and Context Suppression
Let M be a set of n graphical marks M = {mi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n},

partitioned into focus marks MF and context marks MC. The
visualization framework controls 1 ≤ j ≤ w continuous visual
channels V = {luminance,sharpness, ...}, so that v j(mi) = vi j
describes the value of the ith mark in the jth visual channel.
Let ψ be the overall desired visual prominence of the focus
marks, expressed as perceived dissimilarity of a focus mark to
all context marks in units of κ j = 1/k j. The visual prominence
ψ j for a single highlight channel j can be determined by solving
Equation 2 so that:

ψ j = (ψr/w)1/r, (3)

where r = 1.2 is a sensible choice to balance the contributions
across multiple visual channels (Section 4, [37]).

In each channel, the marks’ values are modified as follows:

v′i j =

{
v f

j if mi ∈MF

vi j ·α j if mi ∈MC,
(4)

where v f
j is the focus value of the respective highlight channel,

and α j is a scale factor between 0 and 1 that suppresses the
context values. The focus channel value v f

j and the context scale
factor α j are determined by solving the Stevens’ Power Law
equation (Eq. 1, Section 3), where the stimulus magnitude φ j

is the difference of the focus value v f
j to the most prominent

non-target in the channel vmax
j :

v f
j = vmax

j +(ψ j ·κ j)
1/β j , (5)

and

α j =
v f

j − (ψ j ·κ j)
1/β j

vmax
j

. (6)

We assume that highlight channels are always directed so that
vmax

j represents the context value with highest visual promi-
nence. For instance, a fully saturated mark will be considered
more prominent than a desaturated one, so higher chroma val-
ues correspond to higher visual prominence. In other cases,
both directions are acceptable. If focus marks are desired to
have lower channel values than the context marks, such as lower
luminance, the channel values need to be inverted.

By constraining v f
j , for instance by a maximum luminance

value, the modifications of the focus marks (focus enhance-
ment) and the context marks (context suppression) can be bal-
anced. Table 1 illustrates how values within the luminance (L*)
channel are adjusted for focus enhancement, context suppres-
sion, and a combination of these two approaches: In the first
example (focus enhancement), no constraints are given, and the
desired ψ = 18 (using κL∗ = 2.3 as in Section 4 [29]) can be

Table 1: Three options to achieve highlighting using luminance.

focus enhancement

context suppression

combination

(a) L* FE (b) L* CS (c) L* FE+CS

Figure 5: Comparison of focus enhancement (FE), context suppression (CS),
and combined focus enhancement and context suppression (FE+CS) for lumi-
nance (L*). All examples use the same ψ .

achieved by shifting the luminance of the focus mark within the
CIEL*a*b* luminance range (v f

L∗ = 99). Thus, αL∗ is 1. In the
second example (context suppression), no shifting of the focus
value is allowed (v f

L∗ = 58). Therefore, αL∗ is lower (≈ 0.3), so
that context elements get darkened. Finally, to achieve a combi-
nation, only half of the desired visual prominence (i.e., ψ = 9)
is used for focus enhancement. This way, the modifications are
balanced across focus and context marks.

In Figure 5, we apply these operations to a Gapminder [13,
34] chart for the luminance channel. We use the Dark2 color
scheme by ColorBrewer [38] in our example so that we are
able to demonstrate the effect of focus enhancement in the lu-
minance channel with reasonable visual prominence.

5.2. Examples

The simple highlight model described above was derived
empirically for the luminance and sharpness channel and grayscale
scatterplot visualizations. We now exemplify the model on fur-
ther visual channels and visualizations that have not been inves-
tigated in user studies.

5.2.1. Multi-Channel Highlighting in a Scatterplot
In Figure 6, we show focus enhancement and context sup-

pression, as well as combined focus enhancement and context
compression for another CIEL*a*b* color channel, namely chroma.
We use the same settings as described before for Table 1 and
Figure 5, respectively. Mind however, that in Figure 6(a), the
desired ψ cannot be achieved by focus enhancement alone, since
the focus chroma is limited by the maximum possible chroma
value. In other words: the saturation of context marks is so
high that no sufficient chroma contrast between focus and con-
text can be achieved.

In Figure 7, we show different highlight channel combina-
tions for the same visualization using luminance, chroma, and
sharpness. For the sharpness channel, we use κs = 0.12 (see
Section 4).
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(a) C* FE (b) C* CS (c) C* FE+CS

Figure 6: Comparison of FE, CS, and FE+CS for chroma (C*).ψ is the same
for (b) and (c), but limited by the maximum possible chroma value in (a).

(a) L*C* (b) C*s (c) L*C*s

Figure 7: Multi-channel highlighting, using combinations of luminance and
chroma (L*C*), chroma and sharpness (C*s), and luminance, chroma and
sharpness (L*C*s).

5.2.2. Choropleth Map
A special challenge in terms of highlighting is geovisual-

ization [18]. Shape, position, and size are typically reserved
for geographic data encoding. Often, color is used as visual
channel to encode quantitative attributes, such as in choropleth
maps. In Figure 9(a), we show an example adopted from an
existing d3 choropleth map implementation [39]. We slightly
changed the color coding so that data values are encoded by
luminance, while hue and chroma are fairly constant. For high-
lighting multiple marks, the challenge is to find a second color
map for focus marks that stands out from the colors of the con-
text marks. For reference, we also show a naive highlighting
approach using red fill color to make the focus elements distinct
(Figure 9(b)). The disadvantage of this approach is that focus
marks are not distinguishable, since all color channels are set to
the identical focus value.

In this example, we use the simple highlight model to find a
visually prominent hue (h◦) that stands out from the blue con-
text color. For this purpose, we constrain the hue focus value
v f

h◦ to the color map’s blue hue value plus π (see Figure 8).
Since the chroma of the original choropleth color map is low,
we also use the chroma channel to make focus elements stand
out: In Figure 9(c), both color channels are used for focus en-
hancement. In Figure 9(d), the chroma of the focus marks is
enhanced, while the chroma of the context marks is suppressed.

Figure 8: Hue ramp used for picking a visually prominent focus color.

5.2.3. Dynamic Queries in a Bubble Chart
Highlighting is also used in combination with dynamic queries

to show the result set of the query. Often, queries do not deliver
binary results, but assign a continuous degree-of-interest (doi)

to particular elements [10]. One advantage of the simple high-
light model is that the visual prominence of focus marks can be
continuously controlled.

We applied the model for dynamic queries on a d3 Bub-
bleChart [40] (Figure 10(a)) to highlight text query results. Sim-
ilarity between the user’s search string and each mark’s text
label was determined as Jaccard index of the strings’ charac-
ter three-grams. As this Jaccard index returns a value between
zero and one for each mark i, we directly use it as scale fac-
tor doii ∈ [0,1] for each marks’ visual prominence in channel j:
ψi j = doii ·ψ j. Each mark’s highlight channel value vi j is then
adjusted according to its highlight strength ψi j:

v′i j =

{
vmax

j ·α j +(ψi j ·κ j)
1/β j if doii > 0

vi j ·α j if doii = 0
(7)

In Figure 10(b), we show the query results for the search
string “data”. In this example, the visual channels luminance,
chroma, and sharpness are used to encode the text similarity.
Through balancing the highlighting across multiple channels,
different degrees of interest can be indicated, while still being
able to observe clusters encoded by color for both, the elements
in focus and in the context.

5.3. Discussion

We showed several examples how the simple highlight model
could be used to make focus marks visually prominent by only
taking the marks’ visual channels into account. This is a more
formal approach than following design guidelines, and is sim-
ple enough to be implemented in any information visualization
system, like SVG-based d3 [33].

Our experiments were a step towards exploring the design
space of highlighting from the perspective of visual channels.
By now, the derived model only considers the marks’ values
in the highlight channels. Further experimentation is needed
to explore the interferences caused by visual channels used for
data encoding, such as the size of the marks. Also, the spatial
arrangement of marks is likely to have an influence on the focus
marks’ visual prominence, which could (partially) explain the
observed variance in our model.

The examples shown above all perform contrast adjustments
in multiple visual channels to generate a highlight effect with a
given strength. The same principle could be applied to artifi-
cially added visual cues, such as arrows, halos, or visual links.
Visual cues do not modify the visualization marks themselves.
However, by analyzing the visual channels of the marks in a
visualization, we can obtain discriminating channel values for
visual cues, such as a prominent hue. To find visually promi-
nent channel values for visual cues, Equation 5 can be used.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we derived a simple model that quantifies the
visual prominence of a focus mark against the context marks
in visualizations, from two visual search experiments. We used
this model to compute multi-channel highlight effects to reach a

7



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9: Choropleth map (adopted from [39]) (a) with five counties in focus, using red for focus marks (b), using hue and chroma for multi-channel focus
enhancement (c), and using hue for focus enhancement and combined focus enhancement and context suppression in the chroma channel (d). Mind how the
luminance values encoding the data are preserved in (c) and (d). Manually added insets show close-ups around the two rightmost focus marks.

desired overall visual prominence. This was a step towards sys-
tematically exploring the design space of highlighting in visual-
izations from a visual channel perspective. However, the model
can be extended in several ways to make it more accurate, such
as by taking the visual channels used for data encoding and
spatial proximities into account. Further investigations of high-
lighting in other visual channels and using different types of
visualizations are required for extending the model.
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